The superconducting magnets must be installed at three symmetrical locations without removing the existing ALS vacuum beamline; this leads to a C-sbaped iron yoke.
The 10 degree bend requires an integrated field of 870 T-mm (at 1.5 GeV); also the field at the 2.5 degree bend point must be at least 4 T (at 1.5 GeV) since radiation from this point is to be admitted to the experimental beamlines. This forces the magnet to be very short, (about 220 mm) and, therefore, end effeclS are very important and will be inlluenced by the gap. To minimize the gap, material will be removed from the aluminum beam line walls to bring the pole faces as close together as possible; for the minimum warm gap of 53 mm, the cold gap is 94 mm allowing a 20.5 mrn space for vacuum wall, heat shield, and space for multi-layer insulation.
The ALS is injected at 1.5 GeV; for 1.9 GeV operation the magnelS must be ramped in a period of about 5 minutes.
II. MAGNET

A. Coil Design
The C-shaped cold iron yoke has a pair of "racetrack" coils at the pole. Central field on axis is 4 .7 Tat 1.5 GeV and is ramped to 6.3 T for 1.9 GeV. The coil is graded into high field and low field sections for efficient use of superconductor. (The conductor parameters are similar to those for the main dipoles of the recently discontinued SSC magnets.) The strands are insulated with 13 I'm kapton, fiberglass is placed between each layer, and the coil is impregnated with epoxy to 
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1.60 1.95 make a rigid structure. Thble 1 shows coil parameters. The very constricted space in the gap makes it difficult to encase the coil in a container of liquid helium. Therefore, the coil is conduction cooled; copper plates, attached to the coil exterior, are cooled by liquid helium. Because of the indirect cooling method and the non-circular shape with large Lorentz forces, a low overall current density and a large operating "margin" were chosen. Operating current is low, 114 A, to minimize lead heat leak; thus, the magnet will have a relatively high inductance, 27 H, and must be subdivided with shunlS and diodes for quench protection. There will be a persistent switch to allow current to be switched off during beam storage periods of several hours. However, the leads remain in place to allow convenient ramping between 1.5 GeV and 1.9 GeV. • Fig: ' 3 shows the vertical fiela' illorig the beam for 1.5 GeY, As seen in Fig. 3 there is no uniform field region because the magnet is very short. (A longer magnet would produce excess bending of the electroii'~m.) Nevertheless • the integrated magnetic field must be ,sljlIiciently uniform so that the ALS dynamic beam aperture<.F,d beam lifetime are not degraded, This can be done b~' ~~~ending the coils and yoke nonnal to the beam to make llie field more uniform in thetranSverse direction. However. Jirice the yoke weight, store<\&nergy. andlforces increase with'extension of the "long" side of the coil. it must be kept as small as possible. After, _'-studying the field uniformity of several options [11. the iron pole width of 180 mm was selected, Fig. 4 shows the vertical field at 1.5 GeY, along a line IIansv"","e to the beam at the However, simulation of and is laininated to suppre9s' tddy..crurent heating during ,,' ALS beam optics pennilS the use of the thin lens approxi· rampi.ng fiOOl. 1.5 to 1.9 Gev\ . liNeiiI' lhe 'pole the the iron ,. mation. so we may calculate multipole qoefficienlS based on is completely . saturated and ,iI/~teffire> tJie're 'is"'a significant their integral value with respect to the axial coordinate Z ( in fringing field; .however. me ·iriih 'c~ostat w' al\ confines the an analogous manner. not applied here, o~e,~ay iijt~grate, the . . in X of hannonic coefficients that are a function of Z,
B. Forces and Structure
where k denotes the order of differentiation of the functions An with respect to Z. In a thin lens approximation we both integrate the above expression with respect to Z and normalize it with respect to the ceniraI field at Z=O, hence reducing the dipole field to a functi6,f'of X only ( we note that such an integration reduces to o 'lin pseudo hannonics for WhtSh;k>O We have used the pro~ roSCA to evaluate the magnetic field on cylindrical gnd ( r=20 mm, z between -SQ,mm and 300 mm with I mm ' increments and 0 between So and)7S0
.,
, .
with 10° increments). In a similar manner to the procedure cited in [3] Liquid helium from the boUom-ouUet dewar is fed to a supply manifold ·ileai"the boMm of the magnet; the lowest end of each cooling circuit is connected to the supply manifold 1lII{1, the. uppel<en<Hs connected to a oretum manif~cf from whicll the vaJlQr;1Jall t<itum to·the reservoir. Similarly, liquid ni):rogen is fedd'rom tM:.' nitJogen reservoir via .. natural circ~lation to cool radiation shields and heat interoept!;l'On ' the support straps. The supply dewar also contains the current leads and the persistent swiech. Projected liquid helium consumption is less than one liter per hour. The yoke (vith coils attached weighs ,i'!>P,!t16QO kg and is suspended'by foUr fiberglass tension straps"fr;om ·ti)e,.removable rectangular top cover of the cryostat; f'lur a<l9jtio~~1 smaller downward straps . .. ,', are added for pre!9lIding l!fld s\llbility against seismic loads:" ,j The cryostat vacu. um !a!,1".i~ a,~te.el bpx with non,magneti(:, ;j ;" "slot" in the cryqs. 1/I! "'tal! to ac~9m(llodate the beam' line;''the, . . ' j .. ·. part of the vac~Wn l)qx con/3i~in'g-th~ "slot" is removable foq ., ease of installation and alignmeni. of the .. cold mass . .. J''', 
STATUS
PrOlOtype coils are being fabricated and will be tes1ed in about 3 months in a special test yoke. The complete prototype magnet is scheduled to be tested in about one year.
